Processing Equipment

Bandsaws ♦ Cart Lift Dumpers ♦ Dehydrators ♦ Dicers
Deli-Slicers ♦ Bowl Cutters ♦ Flakers ♦ Grinders ♦ Injectors
Kettles ♦ Linkers ♦ Mixers ♦ Mixer-Grinders ♦ Patty Former
Slicers ♦ Strip Cutters ♦ Stuffers ♦ Tenderizers ♦ Tumblers
Smokehouse & Smoke Generators

Packaging Equipment

Band Sealers ♦ Fillers ♦ L-Bar Sealers
Table-Top Vacuum Packager
Single Chamber Vacuum Packager
Deep Single Chamber Vacuum Packager
Double Chamber Vacuum Packager
Nozzle Vacuum Packager
Belt Chamber Vacuum Packager
Continuous Vacuum Packager
MAP Tray Sealers ♦ Tray Sealers ♦ Denester
Heat Shrink Tunnel  Shrink Tunnel/Tank

We provide technical support and service for all machines that we sell.

2820 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023
323-268-8514  800-421-6265  323-386-4058 (fax)
www.mpbsonline.com

Since 1938
The Company that was to become MPBS Industries was first established in Germany in 1898 to market butcher supplies. It was re-established by its founders in Los Angeles, California in 1938 as a full-service equipment provider to the meat industry. Today MPBS Industries is a manufacturer and distributor of equipment and supplies for food processors in the United States and around the globe.

Our product lines include items for grinding, mixing, blending, portioning, injecting, tumbling, filling, slicing, smoking and packaging. Equipment sales are supported by our technicians and by a substantial inventory of machine replacement parts. Food plant and butcher supplies (hand tools, cutlery, clothing, material handling, packaging materials) are offered through our catalog sales department.

Our experienced technical staff can assist you in selecting and implementing a single item or a complete production line.
MPBS INDUSTRIES

BUTCHER BOY
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 1

Butcher Boy TCA22
Table Top Grinder

Butcher Boy AU56 Grinder
Butcher Boy AU66 Grinder

Butcher Boy TCA32
Table Top Grinder

Butcher Boy 500-56S Mixer Grinder
Butcher Boy 500-56F Mixer Grinder
Butcher Boy 500-56S Mixer Grinder

Butcher Boy FMBG 1100 Frozen Block Grinder

Butcher Boy 1000-66S Mixer Grinder
Butcher Boy 2000-66S Mixer Grinder
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BUTCHER BOY
Processing Equipment 3

Mixer Grinder

Cart Lift Dumper

Grinder

Frozen Meat Flaker

400 lb Stainless Steel Buggy

Meat Grinding Line
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VALUE-PLUS
Processing Equipment 1

VPPS-25, VPPS40, VPPS60
Piston Sausage Stuffers

CP75 String-Tie Sausage Linker

Easy Made Meat Former

Grinder: VPGMF52

Grinder: MG-22 Meat Grinder

Grinder: VPMG32
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VALUE-PLUS
Processing Equipment 2

VP100 SS Gas Smoker

VP100 SS Electric Smoker

VP50 SS Digital Smoker
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Mixers: VPMB100, VPMB140, VPMB200, VPMB300

Table-Top Vacuum Tumbler

Slicer: DS-10, DS-12 Deli Slicers

Dicer: MD-1000 Automatic Dicer
MPBS INDUSTRIES

BANDSAW 1
Processing Equipment
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Pro-Saw SS-16E  Pro-Saw SS-16HD  Pro-Saw SS-16HS

Pro-Saw SS-20HD  ProCut KSP 116 Meat Bandsaws

ONE STOP
BANDSAW 2
Processing Equipment

KS-116
Meat Bandsaws

KS-120
Meat Bandsaws

German Knife GBS 270S

German Knife GBS 230A
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CutMaster CM-65 Bowl Chopper

CutMaster BC14 Bowl Cutters
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Slicer: KDS-10 Deli Slicers (35819)

Manual Meat Slicer: GS-12M (35825)

Automatic Meat Slicer: GS-12A (35828)

Slicer: KMS-12 Meat Slicer (35815)

Slicer: KMS-13 Meat Slicer (35813)

Slicer: KSDS-12 (35821)

Slicer: KAMS-14 Automatic Feed Slicer (35830)
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DICER, POULTRY CUTTER, SLICER
Processing Equipment

Pro-Dice Dicers

BCC-100 Poultry Cutter

Pro-Slice Slicers
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FORMER, MOLD PLATE
Processing Equipment

Hamburger or Meatball Former

Mold Plates

Automatic Patty Forming Machine
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GRINDER
Processing Equipment

Grinder: KG22W, KG22-XP
(36010), (36012)

Meat Grinder: GG-22
(36020)

Grinder: KG12-FS
(36003)

Grinder: TB 400E
(42381)

Grinder: TB 300E
(42378)
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INDUSTRIAL GRINDER
Processing Equipment

Grinder: KG32
(36006)

Grinder: KG32-XP
(36008)

Flat Top Grinder
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Inject-O-Mat 16, 32, 56, 98, 195
Marinating Injectors
MIXER-GRINDER
Processing Equipment

MixMaster MG400, MG600, MG800 Mixer Grinder

MixMaster MG300 Mixer Grinder

MixMaster MG100 Mixer Grinder

MixMaster MG-50, MG-400, MG-600, MG-800 Mixer Grinder
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StuffMaster Hydraulic Piston Stuffers
(40004, 40027)

StuffMaster Hydraulic Piston Stick Stuffers
(40008)

StuffMaster Hydraulic Piston Stuffers
(40029)
Strips & Slices

Pro-Slice SC-300 Strip Cutter
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TENDERIZER
Processing Equipment

NT2500 Electric Tenderizer
NT1500 Meat Tenderizer
NT50 Manual Tenderizer

Pro-TD 12
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VACUUM TUMBLER
Processing Equipment 1

Tumbler: VariVac 50 Table-Top Vacuum Tumblers (36713)

Tumbler: VariVac 30 Vacuum Tumbler (36711-02)

Tumbler: M40VT Table Top Marinating Vacuum Tumblers

Tumbler: VariVac 15 Vacuum Tumbler (36709)
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VACUUM TUMBLER
Processing Equipment 2

Vacuum Tumbler: VariVac VV-1000, VV-1500, VV-2000, VV-3000, VV-4000

Continuous Vacuum Tumbler: VariVac VV-150 VV-300 VV-500

Vacuum Tumbler: MPBS-200

Vacuum Tumbler: M1000VT

Tumbler: VariVac VV1400 Vacuum Tumbler (0228)
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Table-Top Single Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine

M280T

M420T

M350T
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Single Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine

MAP Tray Sealer

Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine
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MPBS INDUSTRIES

VALUE-PLUS
Packaging Equipment 1

- Band Sealer: VBS-42-H Band Sealers
- Band Sealer: VBS-35HV
  Horizontal Vertical Band Sealers
- Basic Tray Sealer
- Basic Cup Sealer

Filler: VPPF1000 Semi-Automatic
Induction Sealer
Heat Shrink Tunnel: STBS 16
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VALUE-PLUS
Packaging Equipment 2

VS1014 Table-Top
Single Chamber
Vacuum Packaging Machine

Semi-Automatic Cup, Jar or Tray Sealers

Packaging Machine: VS2017-4 Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging

VS1614-C102-2
Deep Single Chamber Vacuum Packaging

VS1615-2F
Single Chamber Vacuum Packaging
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L-Bar Sealer with Shrink Tunnel
Packaging Equipment

EKH - 238

EKH - 455

EKH - 680
Reepack Tray Sealing Machine
Packaging Equipment 1

Reeflex/Reematic 250
Reelease 25
Reetray 25 VGM
Reetray 25 FS
Reetray 20
Reelease 32
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Vacuum Jaw Sealers (No Chamber)
Packaging Equipment

Vacu Fresh P 130
Vacuum Sealer
(36608-02)

MPBS 410
Table Top Jaw Sealers
(82151)

MPBS 355
Table Top Vacuum Jaw Sealer
(82175)
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VACU-FRESH
Packaging Equipment 1

Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machines

Single Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine

VT-570 MAP Tray Sealers

VFST-10 Shrink Tank
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VACU-FRESH
Packaging Equipment 2

Nozzle Vacuum Packaging Machine

VFCV-1000, VFCV-1200 Continuous Vacuum Packaging Machine

Conveyorized Vacuum Packaging System
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PACKAGING FILMS

- Hot & Cold Overwrap and Lidding Films
- Refrigerate and Heatable to up 400°F
- Anti Fog & Barrier Films
- Gauges from 50g to 150g
- Printing up to 10 Color / 200 Line Screen

MPBS Industries
2820 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90023, USA
tel: (800) 421 - 6265
fax: (323) 386 - 4058
www.mpbs.com